Inhibition by brefeldin A of the specific B cell antigen presentation to MHC class II-restricted T cells.
We have shown previously that specific Ag presentation is prevented by the inhibition of protein synthesis but nonspecific presentation is not. In the present paper, Ag presentation by Ag-specific B cells was examined for sensitivity to brefeldin A (BFA), which blocks protein export from the endoplasmic reticulum. A20-HL B lymphoma expressing surface receptors specific for TNP was used as a B cell, and TNP-OVA was used as a specific Ag. The presence of BFA during pulsing of A20-HL cells with TNP-OVA inhibited the ability of the pulsed cells to stimulate 42-6A T cell clone, specific for OVA323-339 and Iad. The inhibition was not due to nonspecific toxicity of BFA, because the presence of BFA during pulsing of A20-HL cells with OVA323-339 did not affect their APC function. Ag binding to the receptor on A20-HL cells and internalization by the cells were observed in the presence of BFA. Thus, BFA might inhibit intracellular processing of specific Ag or intracellular complex formation of antigenic peptide from specific Ag with MHC class II molecules. Nonspecific Ag presentation by A20-HL cells, however, was resistant to BFA. A20-HL cells pulsed with OVA in the presence of BFA, even after fixation, could stimulate 42-6A cells to produce IL-2, although the IL-2 production was lower than that induced by A20-HL cells pulsed in the absence of BFA. These results suggest that the processing pathways for specific Ag and nonspecific Ag are different from each other, at least partly, in A20-HL cells.